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Abstract. Collected data must be organized properly to utilize well and
classification of data is one of the eﬃcient methods. Individual data or
an object is classified to categories and annotated with labels of those
categories. Giving ranks to labels of objects in order to express how close
objects are to the categories enables us to use objects more precisely.
When target objects are identified by a set of labels L, there are various
strength of relationship between objects and L. This paper proposes
criteria for objects with two rank labels, primary and secondary labels,
such as a label relates to L, a primary label relates to L, every primary
label relates to L, and every label relates to L. The strongest criterion
which an object satisfies is the level of the object to express the degree
of the strength of relationship between the object and L. The results for
two rank objects are extended to k rank objects.
Keywords: Multi-labeled Data, Ranks of Labels, Levels of Data, Criteria for the Strength
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Introduction

With increasing various kinds of data such as numerical data, texts, images, and
movies, utilization of collected data is becoming more important [4] [11] [12].
Such data must be organized properly to utilize well and classification of data is
one of the eﬃcient methods [3] [8]. Individual data is classified to a category by
a certain attribute, for example, region or industry, and the data is annotated
with the label of the category [1].
When data relates to multiple categories, the data is classified to those categories and annotated with the set of labels [9]. However, the strength of relationship between data and categories is diﬀerent in general. Ranks of the labels
which express how close the data is to categories enable us to use the data more
precisely. Suppose that data are classified by business categories and annotated
with sets of labels of the categories. If ranks are given to the labels of a data
according to the financial figures (net revenues, net income, etc.) of the relating
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business field, users can compare the data of automobile and finance as primary
categories with the data of automobile as a primary category and finance as a
secondary category.
Although ranks of labels give us richer information, target data identified by
a set of labels are not clear because there are various strength of relationship
between the data and the set of labels. Even if users need the data which relate to
a set of labels more closely, there are cases that the strength can not be decided.
Example 1. For the strength of relationship between data and a set of labels
L1 = {Transportation, Electronics}, it is not decided clearly whether the data on
the company where automobile, mobile phone, and finance are primary relates to
L1 more closely than the data on the company where only automobile is primary
and mobile phone and finance are secondary. While the former data relates to
L1 more closely if the primary categories related to L1 are evaluated before the
unrelated category to L1 , the latter data is closer to L1 if the primary categories
after the unrelated category.
Criteria for the strength of relationship between data and a set of labels
enable to evaluate the degree of the strength. The purpose of this paper is to
propose such criteria by discussing the strength of relationship between data
and a set of labels. This paper also refers to the strength of the criteria and
introduces levels of data, which is decided by the strongest criterion that the
data satisfies.
Ranks in classification of data have been studied in the field of information
retrieval mainly. Those researches focus on the accuracy and the eﬃciency of
automatic ranking of data [5] [6]. After ranking, personal preferences of queries
are measured and the ranks of data based on those numerical values are applied
to the advanced information retrieval [10]. Many researches focus on ranking data
known as Top-k, where significant data are selected by measuring the degree of
relationship between data and a set of labels [2] [7]. While their purpose is to
evaluate data on a specific domain quantitatively to develop applications, the
purpose of this paper is to build fundamental theories of multi-labeled data by
evaluating data qualitatively.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 refers to the strength of relationship between data without ranks and a set of labels, and introduces criteria
to decide the strength. In Section 3, criteria for data with ranks are discussed.
Section 4 proposes the strength of the criteria and the levels of data to express
the degree of the strength. The discussions of Sections 3 and 4 are for two rank
data, which are extended to k rank data in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2

Strength of Relationship between Objects and Labels

Individual data or an object is classified by a certain type of characteristic, which
is called an attribute. For example, an object is classified to manufacturing,
transportation, automobile, etc., where the attribute is industry. This paper
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assumes that an object is classified to the lowest category to which the object is
related in a given classification hierarchy.
Let o be an object, L be a label, and L = {L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln } be a set of labels.
When o is classified to multiple categories, o is annotated with the set of labels
of those categories, which is denoted by L(o) and called a set label of o.
For labels L1 and L2 , L1 is lower than L2 (L2 is higher than L1 ) if the
category of L1 is a lower concept of the category of L2 , and L1 ⪯ L2 denotes
that L1 is lower than or equal to L2 . L1 relates to L2 if L1 ⪯ L2 and a label
L relates to a set of labels L if L relates to a label of L. Label Transportation
relates to label Manufacturing because Transportation ⪯ Manufacturing.
For sets of labels L and L′ , the set of the labels of L which relate to L′ is
described by RelL′ (L) = {L | L ∈ L, ∃L′ ∈ L′ , L ⪯ L′ }. Let L be a set of labels
to be used to identify target objects. If there is such a label in L(o) that relates
to L (RelL (L(o)) ̸= ϕ), o relates to L . Let L be the set of objects relating to L.
There are several kinds of objects in L such as objects which relate to multiple
labels of L, objects which relate to other labels than L, and so on.
Example 2. For a set of labels L2 = {Transportation}, L2 includes object o1
such that L(o1 ) = {Automobile}, object o2 such that L(o2 ) = {Automobile,
Motorcycle} where multiple labels of L(o2 ) relate to L2 , object o3 such that
L(o3 ) = {Automobile, Finance} where Finance does not relate to L2 , etc.
There are various ways to decide the degree of how strong an object o relate
to L, and the number of labels relate to L may not be aﬀected on the strength
of relationship between o and L. This paper focuses on the qualitativeness of
relationship and does not mention the number of the labels which relate to L.
There are several kinds of objects identified by L, and the strength of relationship between objects and L is diﬀerent in general. Criteria for the strength
enable us to select proper objects according to their purposes.
For objects o1 and o2 , o1 <L o2 , o1 < o2 if L is obvious, denotes that o2
relates to L more closely than o1 . A condition cnd is a criterion for strength of
relationship between a set of labels and an object if o2 satisfies cnd and o1 does
not for any objects o1 and o2 such that o1 <L o2 .

3

Criteria for the Strength of Relationship

This section introduces ranks to express how close objects are to the categories.
The more number of ranks give us the richer information and allow more precise
analysis. This section discusses the cases where the number of ranks is two for
simplicity. The discussions for two rank objects are extended to k rank objects
in Section 5.
Let the ranks of labels of set labels be primary and secondary.
– Primary labels : If an object is classified to a category and relates to the
category mainly, the label of the object is a primary label.
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– Secondary labels : If an object is classified to a category and relates to the
category but not mainly, the label of the object is a secondary label.
For an object o, let P (o) and S(o) be the set of the primary labels and the
set of the secondary labels of L(o), respectively.
Property 1. L(o) = P (o) ∪ S(o).
Property 2. P (o) ∩ S(o) = ϕ.
Property 3. P (o) ̸= ϕ.
The rest of this section discusses criteria for two rank objects. It is reasonable
to think that an object o1 relating to a set of labels L (RelL (L(o1 )) ̸= ϕ) relates
to L more closely than an object o2 not relating to L (RelL (L(o2 )) = ϕ). Thus
the condition whether a label of L(o) relates to L is a criterion for the strength
of relationship between o and L.
cndLE : For a set of labels L and an object o, there exists a label of L(o) which
relates to L, that is, RelL (L(o)) ̸= ϕ.
Since it is acceptable to think that an object o1 relating to a set of labels
L mainly (RelL (P (o1 )) ̸= ϕ) relates to L more closely than an object o2 not
relating to L mainly (RelL (P (o2 )) = ϕ), the condition whether a primary label
of L(o) of an object o relates to L is a criterion for the strength of relationship
between o and L.
cndP E : For a set of labels L and an object o, there exists a primary label of
L(o) which relates to L, that is, RelL (P (o)) ̸= ϕ.
There are cases that secondary labels of L(o) aﬀect the strength of relationship between o and L. If RelL (P (o)) = ϕ, the strength by S(o) is equivalent to
cndLE . Suppose RelL (P (o)) ̸= ϕ. For an object o1 such that RelL (P (o1 )) ̸=
ϕ and RelL (S(o1 )) ̸= ϕ and an object o2 such that RelL (P (o2 )) ̸= ϕ and
RelL (S(o2 )) = ϕ, both o1 and o2 do not relate to L more closely than the
other.
Example 3. Suppose the labels of object o1 and object o4 are P (o1 ) = {Automobile},
S(o1 ) = ϕ, P (o4 ) = {Automobile}, and S(o4 ) = {Mobile Phone} for set of labels L3 = {Manufacturing}. Although Mobile Phone of L(o4 ) relating to L3 is a
secondary label, it is not acceptable to think that o1 relates to L3 more closely
than o4 because o1 and o4 have primary label Automobile for L3 , namely, both
of them relate to Manufacturing mainly.
For object o′4 such that P (o′4 ) = {Automobile, Mobile Phone} and S(o′4 ) = ϕ,
it is not reasonable to think that o4 relates to L3 more closely than o′4 because
Mobile Phone of L(o′4 ) is a primary label and Mobile Phone of L(o4 ) is a secondary label. Since the number of the labels which relate to L3 does not aﬀect
the strength, the strength of relationship between o′4 and L3 is the same as the
strength of relationship between o1 and L3 .
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For a set of labels L and objects o1 and o2 , it can be regarded that o1 relates
to L more closely than o2 if L(o1 ) does not include other labels than L and L(o2 )
includes such labels.
cndLN : For a set of labels L and an object o, there does not exist a label of
L(o) which does not relate to L, that is, RelL (L(o)) = L(o).
It is also acceptable to think that an object o1 relates to L more closely than
an object o2 if P (o1 ) does not include other labels than L while P (o2 ) includes
other labels than L.
cndP N : For a set of labels L and an object o, there does not exist a label of
P (o) which does not relate to L, that is, RelL (P (o)) = P (o).
For the criteria for secondary labels of L(o) which relate to other labels than
L, if there are labels of P (o) which relate to other labels than L, such labels of
S(o) do not aﬀect the strength of relationship.
Example 4. Suppose object o3 such that P (o3 ) = {Automobile, Finance} and
S(o3 ) = ϕ and object o′3 such that P (o′3 ) = {Automobile, Finance} and S(o′3 ) =
{Education} are evaluated for L3 = {Manufacturing}. Although o′3 has secondary label Education which relates to other labels than Manufacturing, it is
not acceptable to think that o′3 relates to L3 more closely o3 .
For object o′′3 such that P (o′′3 ) = {Automobile, Finance, Education}, it is
not acceptable to think that o′′3 relates to L3 more closely than o′3 because
o′′3 has primary label Education. Thus o′3 < o′′3 is not satisfied. The strength
of relationship between o′′3 and L3 is the same as the strength of relationship
between o3 and L3 because both of them have primary labels relating to L3 .
If there are no labels of P (o) which relate to other labels than L, the strength
of relationship is decided by whether there exist labels of S(o) which relate to
other labels than L. If there exist such labels in S(o), it means that there exist
labels of L(o) which relate to other labels than L, and this condition is equivalent
to cndLN .
This section gave the criteria for the strength of relationship between o and
L. cndLE and cndP E are based on relationship between L(o) and the labels of L,
and cndLN and cndP N are based on relationship between L(o) and other labels
than L.

4

The Strength of the Criteria

This section discusses the strength of the criteria. When the strength of relationship between an object o1 and a set of labels L is compared with the strength
of relationship between an object o2 and L, a criterion cnd2 is stronger than a
criterion cnd1 for L if the strength can be decided by whether an object satisfies
cnd2 rather than cnd1 . In other words, if o1 < o2 for o1 and o2 such that o1 dose
not satisfy cnd2 and o2 satisfies cnd2 regardless of whether o1 or o2 satisfies cnd1 ,
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cnd2 is stronger than cnd1 for L. That’s because the strength can be decided if
o1 does not satisfy cnd2 while o1 may be relate to L more closely than o2 by
cnd1 .
Definition 1. For a set of labels L and criteria cnd1 and cnd2 , cnd2 is stronger
than cnd1 for L if o1 <L o2 for any objects o1 and o2 such that o1 satisfies cnd1
but not cnd2 and o2 satisfies cnd2 , denoted by cnd1 <L cnd2 , or cnd1 < cnd2 if
L is obvious.
cnd

The set of the objects of L which satisfy a criterion cnd is denoted by L
(={o | o ∈ L, o satisfies cnd}). The strength of criteria can be decided by the
inclusion relation among the set of the objects which satisfy each of the criteria.
Lemma 1. For a set of labels L and criteria cnd1 and cnd2 , cnd1 < cnd2 if and
cnd2
cnd1
only if L
⊆L
.
cnd1

cnd2

cnd2

Proof. For objects o1 in L
and o2 in L
, if o1 ̸∈ L
, o1 < o2 because
cnd2 is a criterion. Since o1 satisfies cnd1 but not cnd2 and o2 satisfies cnd2 ,
cnd1 < cnd2 .
cnd2
cnd1
cnd2
If L
⊆L
is not satisfied, there exists such an object o2 that o2 ∈ L
cnd1
and o2 ̸∈ L
. o2 satisfies cnd2 but not cnd1 . On the other hand, o2 < o1 for
cnd1
cnd2
and o1 ̸∈ L
because cnd1 is a criterion.
such an object o1 that o1 ∈ L
Although o2 satisfies cnd2 and o1 satisfies cnd1 but not cnd2 , cnd1 < cnd2 is not
cnd2
cnd1
satisfied because o1 < o2 is not satisfied. Thus L
⊆L
if cnd1 < cnd2 .
cnd1

cnd2

If a criterion cnd1 implies a criterion cnd2 (cnd1 ⇒ cnd2 ), L
⊆L
and
vice versa. Thus the strength of cnd1 and cnd2 is decided by implication of cnd1
and cnd2 because Lemma 1 shows that the strength of cnd1 and cnd2 is decided
by the inclusion relation of the objects satisfying cnd1 and cnd2 .
Theorem 1. For criteria cnd1 and cnd2 , cnd1 < cnd2 is equivalent to cnd2 ⇒
cnd1 .
cnd2

cnd1

cnd2

cnd1

Proof. If cnd1 < cnd2 , L
⊆L
by Lemma 1. If L
⊆L
, cnd2 ⇒
cnd1 because objects satisfying cnd2 also satisfy cnd1 . On the other hand, if
cnd2
cnd1
cnd2
cnd1
cnd2 ⇒ cnd1 , L
⊆L
. Lemma 1 shows that cnd1 < cnd2 if L
⊆L
.
If one criterion implies another criterion, those criteria are based on the same
point of view, which means that the criteria can be used to evaluate the strength
of relationship of objects and sets of labels consistently by Theorem 1. The rest
of this section discusses implication of the criteria to decide the strength of the
criteria.
If an object o satisfies cndP E , there exists a label of P (o) relating to L, which
is a label of L(o) and o satisfies cndLE too.
Lemma 2. For cndP E and cndLE , cndP E ⇒ cndLE .
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Proof. For an object o which satisfies cndP E , since RelL (P (o)) ̸= ϕ by satisfying
cndP E and L(o) = P (o) ∪ S(o) by Property 1, P (o) ⊆ L(o). Thus RelL (L(o)) ̸=
ϕ, and o satisfies cndP E .
If o satisfies cndLN , there is no label of L(o) which relates to other labels
than L. It means that there is no label of P (o) which relates to other labels than
L and o satisfies cndP N too.
Lemma 3. For cndLN and cndP N , cndLN ⇒ cndP N .
Proof. For an object o which satisfies cndLN , RelL (L(o)) = L(o), in other words,
L(o) does not include a label relating to other labels than L. Since L(o) =
P (o) ∪ S(o) by Property 1, L(o) does not include labels which relate to other
labels than L, and RelL (P (o)) = P (o). Thus o satisfies cndP N .
If o satisfies cndP N , there is no label of P (o) which relates to other labels
than L. Since there always exist labels of P (o), there are labels of P (o) which
relate to L and o satisfies cndP E too.
Lemma 4. For cndP N and cndP E , cndP N ⇒ cndP E .
Proof. For an object o which satisfies cndP N , RelL (P (o)) = P (o), in other words,
P (o) does not include a label relating to other labels than L. Since P (o) ̸=
ϕ by Property 3, there always exists a label of P (o) which relates to L, and
RelL (P (o)) ̸= ϕ. Thus o satisfies cndP E .
The strength of the criteria is decided by implication of cndLE , cndP E ,
cndP N , and cndLN as shown by Lemmas 2, 3, and 4.
Theorem 2. For cndLE , cndP E , cndP N , and cndLN , cndLE < cndP E < cndP N
< cndLN .
Proof. cndLN ⇒ cndP N ⇒ cndP E ⇒ cndLE because cndLN ⇒ cndP N , cndP N ⇒
cndP E , and cndP E ⇒ cndLE by Lemmas 3, 4, and 2, respectively. Thus cndLE <
cndP E < cndP N < cndLN by Theorem 1.
Since Theorem 2 shows the strength of the criteria, the strongest criterion
satisfied by o is to express the strength of relationship between o and L, which
is defined as the level of o for L. Levels of objects enable us to evaluate the
strength of the objects for L.
Example 5. For L1 = {Transportation, Electronics}, object o′5 such that P (o′5 ) =
{Finance} and S(o′5 ) = {Automobile, Mobile Phone} satisfies only cndLE and o′5
is at the lowest or the weakest level on the strength. Since object o′′5 such that
P (o′′5 ) = {Automobile, Finance} and S(o′′5 ) = {Mobile Phone} includes primary
label Automobile for L1 , o′′5 satisfies cndP E too, namely, o′′5 is at the second level
′′′
on the strength. Moreover, object o′′′
5 such that P (o5 ) = {Automobile, Mobile Phone}
and S(o′′′
)
=
{Finance}
satisfies
cnd
because
o′′′
PN
5
5 does not have the primary labels which relate to other labels than L1 , and o′′′
5 is at the third level
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on the strength. Finally, object o′4 (P (o′4 ) = {Automobile, Mobile Phone} and
S(o′4 ) = ϕ) satisfies cndLN because o′4 has no label which relates to other labels
than L1 , and o′4 is at the highest or the strongest level on the strength. Thus
′
o′5 < o′′5 < o′′′
5 < o4 .
By Lemma 1, the inclusion relation of objects according to the levels is shown
in Figure 1 and users can select the range of the objects on their purposes.
L
L
L
L

cndLE

cndP E

cndP N

cndLN

Fig. 1. Inclusion Relation of Objects Satisfying each of the Criteria

5

k Ranks

The discussion for two rank objects is extended to k rank objects. Let k ranks
be R1 , · · · , Ri , · · · , Rk (1 ≤ i ≤ k ）where Ri is stronger than Rj (i < j). In the
case of k = 2, R1 = P and R2 = S. For an
∪ object o, let Ri (o) be the set of labels
of L(o) whose rank is Ri , and Ri∗ (o) = j=1,i Rj (o) be the set of labels of L(o)
whose ranks are stronger than or equal to Ri .
The properties of set labels of two rank objects in Section 3 are extended to
k ranks.
∪
Property 4. L(o) = i=1,k Ri (o).
Property 5. Ri (o) ∩ Rj (o) = ϕ (i ̸= j).
Property 6. R1 (o) ̸= ϕ.
The rest of this section discusses the criteria for k rank objects. The criteria
for the strength of relationship between a set of labels L and the set labels of
an object o can be divided into two types, which are the criteria for relationship
between L and the labels of L(o) and the criteria for relationship between L and
other labels than L(o). Each of them is extended for k rank.
cndRi E (1 ≤ i ≤ k) : For a set of labels L and an object o, there exists a label
of L(o) which relates to L and whose rank is stronger than or equal to Ri ,
that is, RelL (Ri∗ (o)) ̸= ϕ.
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cndRi N (1 ≤ i ≤ k) : For a set of labels L and an object o, there does not exist a
label of L(o) which relates to other labels than L and whose rank is stronger
than or equal to Ri , that is, RelL (Ri∗ (o)) = Ri∗ (o).
Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the following lemmas for k rank objects.
Lemma 5. For cndRi E (2 ≤ i ≤ k), cndRi−1 E ⇒ cndRi E .
∗
(o)) ̸= ϕ. Since
Proof. For an object o which satisfies cndRi−1 E , RelL (Ri−1
∗
∗
∗
Ri−1 (o) ⊆ Ri (o), RelL (Ri (o)) ̸= ϕ, and o satisfies cndRi∗ E .

Lemma 6. For cndRi N (2 ≤ i ≤ k), cndRi N ⇒ cndRi−1 N .
∗
∗
Proof. For RelL (Ri∗ (o)) = Ri∗ (o). Since Ri−1
(o) ⊆ Ri∗ (o), RelL (Ri−1
(o)) =
∗
∗
Ri−1 (o), and that o satisfies cndRi−1
.
N

Lemma 7. For cndR1 N and cndR1 E , cndR1 N ⇒ cndR1 E .
Proof. For an object o which satisfies cndR1 N , RelL (R1 (o)) = R1 (o), in other
words, R1 (o) does not include a label relating to other labels than L. Since
R1 (o) ̸= ϕ by Property 6, there always exists a label of R1 (o) which relates to
L, and RelL (R1 (o)) ̸= ϕ. Thus o satisfies cndR1 E .
Since implication of the criteria is shown by Lemmas 5, 6, and 7, the following
theorem on the strength of the criteria is satisfied.
Theorem 3. For cndRi E and cndRi N (1 ≤ i ≤ k), cndRk E < cndRk−1 E < · · · <
cndR1 E < cndR1 N < · · · < cndRk−1 N < cndRk N .
Proof. cndRk N ⇒ cndRk−1 N ⇒ · · · ⇒ cndR1 N ⇒ cndR1 E ⇒ · · · ⇒ cndRk−1 E ⇒
cndRk E because cndRi N ⇒ cndRi−1 N , cndR1 N ⇒ cndR1 E , and cndRi−1 E ⇒
cndRi E by Lemmas 6, 7, and 5, respectively. Thus cndRk E < cndRk−1 E < · · · <
cndR1 E < cndR1 N < · · · < cndRk−1 N < cndRk N by Theorem 1.

6

Conclusion

This paper introduced the criteria for the strength of relationship between an
object o and a set of labels L, which are cndLE , cndP E , cndP N , and cndLN . o
satisfies cndLE , cndP E , cndP N , and cndLN if o relates to L, L mainly, only L
mainly, and only L, respectively. Referring to the strength of the criteria, it was
shown that cndLE < cndP E < cndP N < cndLN . Thus the strongest criterion
which o satisfies can be used as the levels to express the degree of the strength.
Those results can be applied to k rank objects.
The strength of the criteria is decided by implication of the criteria. If one
criterion implies another criterion, both of them can be used to evaluate the
strength of relationship between objects and sets of labels because their criteria
are based on the same point of view. The criteria proposed in this paper enable
to evaluate data with ranks qualitatively and consistently. Thus users can select
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the range of data at each of levels based on the criteria according to the purpose
of the utilization of data. In general, the range of data is decided by changing the
set of labels to identify the data. For example, if users want to utilize data widely,
lower concept labels are replaced by higher concept labels or additional labels
are inserted. In such utilization of data, originally intended purpose may not be
realized because the set of labels itself has been changed. The levels based on
the criteria solve this issue because the range of data can be changed according
to the levels even if the set of labels is no change.
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